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real james bond villains wear
cardigans
bill gates, the WEF, and the WHO are not done with us. it's time we were done
with them.

el gato malo

in history as in literature, a special place of contempt is held for the grand vizier, the guy

behind the throne, the power behind the power. it’s a position of great in�uence but zero
accountability, especially if you can subvert the ruler you puppet past the point of being able
to scapegoat you.

buying or leading a politician and getting goodies is a process as old as politics, probably
older as it was likely the reason the �rst politician was elected in the �rst place…

but the truly discerning james bond villain level vizier, well, they just go right ahead and buy
their own NGO’s. that’s how you take over the world. space lasers and earthquake machines
may be cool, but real conquest usually banal.

get to about the 1 minute mark in this video where you can hear bill speak about talking to
donald trump in the white house.
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trump asks about looking into some of the ill e�ects of vaccines.

gates tells him “that’s a dead end, that would be a bad thing, don’t do that.”

this is not a man giving well intentioned advice.

this is a man covering up a crime committed in the service of crony capitalism.

the gates foundation has a longstanding relationship with vaccines that is more than a little
sketchy. they were pushing oral polio vaccines in africa LONG a�er they were known to be
unsafe and had actually become the leading cause of polio in the world.

“The Gates Foundation is a leading funder of oral polio vaccination in Africa and around the

world, having dedicated nearly $4 billion to such efforts by the end of 2018. As discussed in

Forbes in May 2019, Gates has “personally [driven] the development” of new oral polio

vaccines and plays a “strategic role beyond funding.”

the US uses ONLY injected IPV polio vaccines. both the US and the EU discontinued use of

orals because of side e�ects including actually causing polio.

A year ago, news outlets briefly shone a light on the fact (a fact that makes public health

officials squirm) that oral polio vaccines are causing polio outbreaks. With reports streaming in

throughout 2019 regarding the circulation of vaccine-derived polioviruses in numerous African

and Asian countries, a CDC virologist confessed, “We have now created more new emergences of

the virus than we have stopped.”
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/devinthorpe/2019/05/31/why-bill-gates-partners-with-rotary-to-eradicate-polio/#7ad5e7c05c02
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… there were 400 recorded cases of vaccine-derived polio in more than 20 countries

worldwide.

(author’s note: that’s ~3X the total of all natural polio cases worldwide and of those, only 29

occurred outside of pakistan and 100% of those were in afghanistan. this vaccines caused
multiples more polio than the virus itself)

This week, the same story is making the same headlines, with the WHO’s shamefaced

announcement that the oral polio vaccine is responsible for an alarming polio outbreak in

Sudan—“linked to an ongoing vaccine-sparked epidemic in Chad”—with parallel outbreaks in a

dozen other African countries. In fact, between August 2019 and August 2020, there were 400

recorded cases of vaccine-derived polio in more than 20 countries worldwide. Ironically, WHO

disclosed this “setback” barely a week after it declared the African continent to be free of wild

poliovirus—which has not been seen in Africa since 2016. While African epidemiologists

cheerily claim that these outbreaks can “be brought under control with further immunization,”

and Sudan prepares to launch a mass polio vaccination campaign, WHO is warning that “the

risk of further spread of the vaccine-derived polio across central Africa and the Horn of Africa”

is high.

but gates kept pushing them in africa anyway, probably because so many of his pals owned the
production and that’s what the gates foundation does. that’s what all these guys do. big
business and billionaires are not friends of free markets. they want sure things and it’s

cheaper to twist and break arms and buy mandated markets than to compete on a fair playing
�eld.

i have (on excellent, direct authority from a personal friend who i trust implicitly and who
spoke directly to the folks involved) the following story about the gates foundation in india:

gates himself came in to speak with the health ministers. he offered them a vaccine for a disease

they already had one for. they told him, “no thank you, we already have that one covered.” he

told them “well, you need to switch to this vaccine or there will be no gates foundation

investment for india.” the one he wanted them to switch to was owned by a “friend of his.” this

story was relayed by extremely liberal folks who literally run vaccine programs in india. they

heard this conversation directly and have no reason to lie. they were horrified. it was a pay to

play stick up. (they still declined)

https://medicalxpress.com/news/2020-09-polio-outbreak-sudan-oral-vaccine.html
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-02501-3
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2020/sep/02/vaccine-derived-polio-spreads-in-africa-after-defeat-of-wild-virus
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-02501-3
https://www.wionews.com/world/sudan-to-launch-mass-polio-vaccination-after-outbreak-323721
https://medicalxpress.com/news/2020-09-polio-outbreak-sudan-oral-vaccine.html
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this is not the sort of con�ict of interest that’s helpful in a guy telling the president not to look
into vaccine issues. it also stands testament to his morality and inclination. bill gates is as
amoral as he is rich. always has been. much of microso� was stolen from his less

machiavellian partners.

i’m presuming this interview above and the discussion with trump were pre-covid because it’s
never mentioned and had this been post covid, i �nd it hard to believe that it would not have
been, but it seems more apropos now that ever. obviously, the con�icts of interest certainly
did not stop back then and vaccine ill e�ects are looking like quite the hot topic just now.

and gates is, as ever, right smack in the middle of the dirtiest, most pro�table part of it.

it was september 2019. SARSCOV-2 was still not really on the radar. according to many, there
was not even an outbreak yet.

that same month, billy made a large investment in a company called bioNtech to allegedly
pursue HIV and tuberculosis vaccines. if memory serves, he bought about 1/3 of the company
which was entirely preclinical in infectious diseases at the time. they were mostly a phase 1-2

oncology company. this looks like a sweetheart valuation.

obviously, this became a very big deal in a very big hurry. it was their mRNA payload that was
licensed by p�zer for their vaccine, a product that went on to be the most pro�table drug per
unit time in human history. (and possibly the most pro�table altogether) bioNtech minted
money.

lots of things about this investment have long smelled fishier than a sushi bar dumpster.

but then a funny thing happened with a now vexingly familiar cast of characters.

(read more HERE)

even months later in january 2020, folks like osterholm were still buying the “no signs of

human to human transmission” line.

https://investors.biontech.de/news-releases/news-release-details/biontech-announces-new-collaboration-develop-hiv-and
https://cdn.substack.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progressive:steep/https%3A%2F%2Fbucketeer-e05bbc84-baa3-437e-9518-adb32be77984.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fpublic%2Fimages%2Fc45ace52-89a6-46e1-8e2b-9de30855cfa1_1629x258.jpeg
https://boriquagato.substack.com/p/were-some-folks-a-little-too-prepared?s=w
https://www.cidrap.umn.edu/news-perspective/2020/01/china-releases-genetic-data-new-coronavirus-now-deadly
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yet somehow, 4 months earlier (and who knows when the due diligence started. might have
been 6 or more), gates was putting his money right on the one obscure square that would pay
out 100 to one. at a company with near zero footprint in infectious disease. for a virus no one

was focused on. whose genetic code would not (allegedly) be initially characterized for 4 more
months.

then, in the same odd, sudden miracle that got moderna the NIH science they licensed for
their vaccine, bioNtech also had a product and p�zer jumped to license it.

alone, having a wargame for the war that had, unbeknownst to most, already started, might raise

eyebrows, but it might also be a coincidence.

but when the folks coming to that wargame have been making big bets on the kinds of weapons

that that precise (and only that precise) sort of war would use, well, one might start to sharpen the

points on one’s pointy questions.

just what was informing what here?

this idea that “mRNA is magic and you can develop a vaccine in weeks” is complete nonsense.

it’s never been true and the rest of the mRNA vaccine timelines stand testament to it. no other
vaxx has been forthcoming.

this HAD to have been in the works for a signi�cant period beforehand.

the �x appears to have been deeply in here. somebody was getting some VERY early looks at
some tech to vaccinate against a virus no one else even had a copy of. the awareness not just of

the pathogen, but the way to code for its spike protein and the impending pandemic seems to
have been loose in certain circles long before the rest of us were told.

the NIH seeded moderna. i still do not have con�rmation on where bioNtech got theirs, but i
have a hunch and it rhymes with “silly plates” and that this might explain the sweetheart deal.

there is really only one story that makes sense to me here on covid origins, and that story is

this:

NIH funded eco health alliance run by daszak and in cahoots with folks like baric colored
outside the lines with fauci’s grant money. they, in collaboration with the wuhan institute of
virology hotwired the hell out of covid viruses from bats engaging in gain of function work
WAY outside of safe limits. this was not a weapon. it was work on inoculation. that was
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daszak’s longstanding focus. we’ll probably never know what happened in wuhan, but the
breadcrumbs here are AWFULLY provocative and the sudden appearance of 2 mRNA
vaccines, one with the NIH folks that funded EHA at the WIV, one with bioNtech, looks like

an o�shoot of it. (lots of detail HERE and HERE on the breadcrumbs)

wrapped up in this from the very beginning were load of the WEF gang (who had just run an
oddly timely pandemic wargame for a disease an awful lot like covid) and the WHO.

billy gates is neck deep in both, a charter member of the cool kids crony capitalist table at
davos and a top funding source for the WHO, donating more than 10% of its budget. it’s

clearly a great investment for him as it poops golden eggs in terms of early information and
hard sell opportunities for poor countries. it’s a seat at every table that makes you look like a
philanthropist while in reality being a lead pipe wielding coercive corporatist.

gates is not a good guy.

he’s a sociopathic nerd with the most unsavory of associates.

and he knows how to play the crony capitalist game with the absolute best of them. the gates

foundation has become a barely veiled international in�uence organization masquerading as a
charity.

between gates and china, the WHO will dance to whatever song the two play. and oh, how
they will dance.

remember this gem? (i do)

https://boriquagato.substack.com/p/peter-daszak-supervillain-origin?s=w
https://boriquagato.substack.com/p/more-evidence-fauci-daszak-and-the?s=w
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this was a big part of what got the out of control abandonment of 100 years of science based
pandemic guidelines rolling.

“hey, let’s throw all the science, data, and history out the window and copy a terrifying

authoritarian regime with a human rights record that would make myanmar blush!”

yeah, well, we all remember how THAT worked out…

but this is government. it’s worse than government, it’s trans-national organizational
government. these are the people who invented “failing up” where the bigger your screw ups,
the higher you get promoted. (if you doubt me, look at who runs the IMF and the world bank

some time…)

and so, despite having cheer led for nothing uty pseudoscience, failure, and human ruin, the
current plan being put forward is, wait for it, “hey, let’s give the WHO massive, unaccountable
globalist powers!”

of course, this was clearly the plan all along if you were paying attention.
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note the direct parrot of the WEF “build back better” taking point.

this gang sees every crisis as a chance to try to grab control of the world. and they are at it
again.

In a consensus decision aimed at protecting the world from future infectious diseases crises, the

World Health Assembly today agreed to kickstart a global process to draft and negotiate a

convention, agreement or other international instrument under the Constitution of the World

Health Organization to strengthen pandemic prevention, preparedness and response.

Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, WHO Director-General, said the decision by the World Health

Assembly was historic in nature, vital in its mission, and represented a once-in-a-generation

opportunity to strengthen the global health architecture to protect and promote the well-being of

all people.

“The COVID-19 pandemic has shone a light on the many flaws in the global system to protect

people from pandemics: the most vulnerable people going without vaccines; health workers

https://cdn.substack.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progressive:steep/https%3A%2F%2Fbucketeer-e05bbc84-baa3-437e-9518-adb32be77984.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fpublic%2Fimages%2F496882b8-7395-4fb5-9d6a-bc9dcd22e7da_1484x1039.png
https://www.who.int/news/item/01-12-2021-world-health-assembly-agrees-to-launch-process-to-develop-historic-global-accord-on-pandemic-prevention-preparedness-and-response
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without needed equipment to perform their life-saving work; and ‘me-first’ approaches that

stymie the global solidarity needed to deal with a global threat,” Dr Tedros said.

they will also force licensing, break patents, and drive health policy at the highest levels.

but here’s the full blown worst of it:

The World Health Organization (WHO) has contracted German-based Deutsche Telekom

subsidiary T-Systems to develop a global vaccine passport system, with plans to link every

person on the planet to a QR code digital ID.

Indeed, despite the minuscule threat posed by new variants and dubious-at-best vaccine

efficacy, the WHO is adamant that a global QR code-based vaccine passport system is vital for

all future health emergencies, not just COVID.

“COVID-19 affects everyone. Countries will therefore only emerge from the pandemic together.

Vaccination certificates that are tamper-proof and digitally verifiable build trust. WHO is

therefore supporting member states in building national and regional trust networks and

verification technology,” says unit head of the WHO’s Department of Digital Health and

Innovation Garrett Mehl.

“The WHO’s gateway service also serves as a bridge between regional systems. It can also be

used as part of future vaccination campaigns and home-based records.”
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got that? this one is going to be digitally veri�able and global. nowhere to run, nowhere to
hide, universal, mandatory, trans-national, and administered by an agency completely
unaccountable to you and beholden to proven kleptocrats, authoritarians, and crony

corporatists. they are basically a subsidiary of china and gates inc.

they will not get any better or more honest next time.

we’re talking about taking one of the most corrupt, captured, and incompetent agencies in the
history of bureaucratic bloviation and giving them the keys to the world crisis machine and to
an electronic health passport that will be your right to travel and work and eat out and shop

and who knows what else. this is the cornerstone of an international social credit system. wait
until they add your ESG score and your carbon footprint.

giving this team universal chicken little rights and direct links at highest levels to public
policy is bad enough. letting them enable �ne grained access into permission to have anything
resembling a life will have you eating bugs and tweeting what you’re told faster than you can

say #grasshoppers #yummy!

they promised you that in the future you’d have no privacy and own nothing and that you’d
been happy.

guess which two promises they’re going to keep?

and government will fall all over themselves to help and to outsource the imposition of the
in�nite personal tracking and permissioning they have so long salivated over under the

pretext of pandemic preparedness. (oops, look, another trojan framing of subjugating
masquerading as safety. told you these were EVERYWHERE…)

this is not going to be acceptable or even tolerable.

this group should be disbanded, not granted greater remit.

and they are not done, because the power behind these thrones is ever hungry.

you might be thinking “wow, that was awful” but they are all thinking “wow, that was
surprisingly easy. i wonder what we could do if we had some time to get set up beforehand and
really run the table?”

these are not good people.
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they do not have noble aims nor your best interests at heart.

they are a global aristocracy of surpassing ruthlessness telling scare stories so they can
mandate alleged solutions.

they tell you it’s about saving you.

it isn’t.

read the �ne print.

follow the money.

the super rich do not like to guess. they do not like to be surprised by trends. it is far more
certain and therefore more pro�table to force you to buy that which they are selling. the
public health gri� and the climate gri� are all one gri�: use government and trans-
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government to frighten and force people into buying the needless products that you’re going
to produce for them.

small investors talk their book. titanic investors force you to buy it.

if it’s a vaccine, mandate it and bar all useful therapeutics from market.

if it’s a windmill, kill nuclear and inflict absurdist carbon taxes.

never let any of it be properly assessed.

use fear to drive compliance and compliance to drive mandate.

they will sell you your own collar and leash and demand your gratitude for having done so.

and if you don’t wake up pretty soon, they’re going to get it from you. by force. and you will be
powerless to stop it.

the con�uence of a global health passport and central bank digital currencies is an extinction

level event for personal liberty and privacy.

and make no mistake: gates wants it. the WEF wants it. and most western governments want
it.

but they also know that you do not want it. so they need a pretext and a plan and a pile of
boring, technocratic yammering to hide it behind. they learned from last time. they saw the

cracks we squirmed through and how we got away. and they do not plan to let it happen again.
the next one will be air tight. they’ll have the WHO ready to both be able to declare a global
emergency and impose ready made veri�ed global digital ID using that fear as a pretext.

if you let them get these pieces into place, you are NOT going to like the endgame.

it’s time to de-legitimize and defund these agencies.

let’s go.

Keean Bexte 
@TheRealKeean

NEW: The World Health Organization's website crashed earlier today as 
the public filed angry feedback about their proposed Global Pandemic 
Authority. 

https://twitter.com/TheRealKeean/status/1513984979243479043?s=20&t=9E4wI_B_vrKBdOtgizqDfA
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#StopTheTreaty: WHO allows brief feedback on global pandemic treaty - 
The Counter Signal
The WHO has quietly allowed individual citizens to provide feedback on their 
proposed global pandemic treaty.
thecountersignal.com
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